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5 Simple Strategies 
To Getting Where You Want To Be

PLAY BY YOUR OWN RULES

(Without Giving Up Who You Really Are)

Congratulations! You did it! By downloading this “how-to” guide, you took a step

toward remembering who you are and realizing your worth. 

 

It's not easy, I know. As someone who's been asked her whole life, "Who do you think

you are?" and "How dare you think you deserve more," I've often listened to those

critics and believed them. Sometimes, those negative shaming voices have even been

my own. 

 

I've dimmed my light and played small. I've been the "good girl" and tried to please

everybody else. But I realized that whenever I did that, I never really got very far and

never really felt great about myself. Despite climbing the ladder and reaching my

goals, something still didn't feel right inside. No matter how competent or successful,

there still was this feeling of not yet having "arrived” and if I had gotten to where I

had thought I was supposed to be, I then realized that I didn't really belong. 

 

Sound familiar?

 

There are so many voices telling us we're not good enough, or we're too much of this,

or we're too little of that. Pretty soon, we don't know who or what we are anymore.

So we give up. After all, why bother?
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Tap Into The 
Power In You
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"Why Bother. . .?"  Great question.  
 
But here 's an even better one: Why Not. . .?

Look, time is going to pass anyway. We can't stop it. 

And stuff happens. We can't control it. 

And, yes, maybe you've been playing by everybody else's rules for a while now. 

We all get caught up in doing that. 

 

But this is YOUR life, YOUR story. No matter what your circumstances are now, you 

CAN start writing the next chapters of your life and living your own "ever after” --

playing by your own rules. I can show you how. 

 

Ask yourself: What would happen if you stopped giving away your power and started

spending your time living by rules you create, the kind that feel right for you? Isn't it

time you TRY to find the "magic" -- despite in whatever "madness" you may be?

 

That's what I call "Madness To Magic" and this brief guide is going to walk you

through some of my best strategies -- the very ones I've used in my own life -- to

go from where you are now to where you really want and deserve to be.

 

So are you ready to finally EMBRACE your worth, your value, your purpose and FEEL the

power that's already in you? Let's go!

madnesstomagic.com

Your life isn't 
a fairytale, 
but you are 
the hero of 

your own story...
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YOU ARE
HERE.

ONE THING YOU CAN DO RIGHT
AWAY ON YOUR OWN IS.. .

What's Made You...YOU?

Life doesn't always go as planned.

And sometimes, we don't even have a

plan. No matter what came before,

one thing is true: You are here. NOW.

And everything prior to this moment

has contributed to who and where

you are. 

 

In order to get to where you want to

be, we need to take a look at what

got you here today.
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What do you see in this picture above? What's her story?: 
 

A woman alone who is unaware that she's right in the path of danger?
  
 
OR
 
 

A woman with hidden super powers who is purposefully heading into the unknown?
 
 
Before you dismiss this exercise with a, "Ya, but I don't have super powers" response,

ask yourself: How many times in your past have you had to make some tough choices?

How many times did you not even really have much of a choice? How many times did

you encounter the unknown, scared out of your mind, but you mustered up the courage

anyway? How many times did you jump feet first into something you thought would be

terrible, but it turned out to be the best experience ever? Likewise, how many times did

you happily think "this is it" only to learn later it wasn't all you thought it would be?

 

You're more powerful than you give yourself credit for. 
 

Use this next page to start listing just a few of your life's milestones (births, deaths,

loss of job, new love, bucket lists, etc.). Jot down both the good and the bad. (If you're

having trouble remembering, Google any year to find out what music or movie was

playing. It's a great memory trigger!) For each milestone listed, answer these questions:
 

Good or bad, did this moment and feeling last forever?

What did you gain or learn from it?

madnesstomagic.com
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Make Peace With Your Past.
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Year

Examples:
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What's Made You...You?

Milestone What Did You
Learn/Gain?

 
Mom & dad divorced.
I was 10.

 

1980

 

Won tickets to
Michael Jackson BAD
Tour in Rome!

 

1972

Did It Last
Forever?

Happy Time?
Sad Time?

 
No

 
No

 
I learned that sometimes
breaking up is better than
staying together, and it can
lead to a better relationship.

 
That memory makes me smile
whenever I think of it. Took
me a long time to pay for the
flight and hotel, but I
wouldn't have traded the
experience for anything.
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WHO YOU
USED TO BE.
...Before The Word "NO".

Remember way back when? Before

"rules" really came into play and

when all you did was, well, PLAY?

What were you thinking...? Who was

the "you" at your start?

 

Now maybe you're thinking, "Ya, but I

was a kid" or "Dreaming that I could

fly and really flying aren't the same

thing." You're right on both counts.

But that's not the point. 

 

It didn't matter that you weren't really

able to fly. Even then, you knew you

weren't going to catapult yourself out

among the stars. You played at it

because it was FUN. No expectations

attached. No skill required. Anything

was possible -- in your IMAGINATION. 
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ONE THING YOU CAN DO RIGHT
AWAY ON YOUR OWN IS.. .
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Remember Who You Are.

What comes to mind when you look at this picture above?: 
 

Kids believing in their potential and envisioning what they'll grow up to be?
  
 
OR
 
 

Kids dreaming way too big and who may never become what they dare hope to be?
 
 
Both options are true. These kids are dreaming of what they want to be. They can see

themselves in the future, stepping into their power and doing the things they love.

 

Will one become a prima ballerina? Or an Olympic gymnast? Will another become an

NHL player? Or will one get recruited to Major League Baseball? Maybe yes. Maybe no.

Maybe -- instead of that little boy playing in MLB -- he grows up to become the coach

of his hometown Little League (and one of his little guys goes on to play in the big

leagues). Or maybe this little gymnast learns she has a talent for choreographing

dance routines, and now works with all sorts of celebrities on music videos.

 

As children, we naturally gravitate toward certain things. We know what we love and

what we have fun doing. And we do without expectations of a paycheck or a job or

even a trophy. Somewhere along life's journey, however, we forget who we really are.
 

Remind yourself of who (and how great) you really are. 
 

Find some old photos of you as a child. Interview your siblings, parents, grandparents,

and people who knew you back when. Remind yourself of what brought you joy when

you were a kid. Jot down what you learn. Once you have a list, answer these questions:
 

What made you happy when you were little?

Of everything you do during your day, what is bringing you back to that kind of joy?
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Year
Examples:
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Remember Who You Are

What Made You Happy When You Were Little?

 
I took dance lessons. I loved ballet. I was good at it, even starred in the Spring recital.1975

Of Everything That You Do In Your Day, 
What Is Bringing You Back To That Kind Of Joy?

I did sign up to take a Zumba class after work. Unfortunately, I had to cancel it because I could never

make it out of the office on time to get to class.

....

....

1.

2.

3.
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THE STORY
OF A HERO.
...You.

Not feeling much like a hero, are you?

Few of us ever do, at least not for

long periods of time. But maybe that's

because we don't take the time to

really understand what makes a hero.

 

Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz didn't

start out as a hero. A tornado thrust

her into a world where she didn't

know the rules, the players, or the end

game. She wanted to get home. So

she followed her yellow brick road,

met some new friends, learned some

lessons, and started playing by her

own rules -- like any story's hero does

-- to get to where she wanted to be.
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ONE THING YOU CAN DO RIGHT
AWAY ON YOUR OWN IS.. .
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Identify your super hero gifts.

What does this sign's message mean to you?: 
 

I can be a hero with every choice and step I take - today and every day?
  
 
OR
 
 

I can be a hero if I pretend I am, but I only get one shot so don't blow it?
 
 
There's a hero in every one of us. There's no need to pretend we haven't got what it

takes. We do. And there's never just one shot at being heroic. We're presented with

opportunities to show our best selves daily. We already have the power within

ourselves. We just have to tap into it. And that means we need to figure out what our

super hero gifts might be.

 

Being a true hero doesn't mean we wear a cape and leap tall buildings in a single

bound. The actor who played Superman - Christopher Reeve - may have said it best: 

 
"A hero is someone who, in spite of weakness, doubt or not always

knowing the answers, goes ahead and overcomes anyway."
 

How many things have you overcome in your life? What have you mastered that at one

time you never thought you would? (Even learning how to ride a bicycle falls under this

category!) If you look back at your own journey from cradle to where you are now,

you'll realize just how many times you have had to muster up the power within to do the

very things you weren't sure you could do. So take a trip down memory lane and list

your super hero gifts now. To help you figure yours out, ask yourself:
 

When I encountered a difficult or scary someone/something, I overcame by...?

Here are five times from my past when I exhibited a hero's (kindness, courage,

smarts, etc.)?

https://madnesstomagic.com/


Year
Examples:
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The Hero In YOU

When I encountered this difficult or scary someone/something,
this is what I did and how I overcame it... 

My 21st birthday party at a bar, my friend was getting unwanted attention. I was scared, but

I stepped in and told them to leave. I looked them square in the eye, didn't shout, but my

voice was loud and clear, and I stood my ground and didn't back down until they left. 

 

1983

Here are at least five times from my past when I exhibited a
hero's traits (kindness, courage, smarts, etc.)

The above example of my 21st birthday is one time I exhibited a hero's courage.

I was driving and an elderly woman with groceries was walking. I gave her a ride exhibiting kindess.

....

 

 

1.

2.

3.
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WHERE YOU
WANT TO BE.
(Without The "Ya, Buts".)

Whatever came before, came before.

There's nothing we can do about

whatever happened -- or didn't.

Wishing for a better past (as my shrink

said to me) is never going to give us

one. But taking our past experiences

and using what was learned from

them to move us forward is a smart

way to get us where we want to be.

 

"Ya, But...you don't know my story." 

 

No, I don't. And the only "story" you

know about yourself so far is either

the one based on what came before

or the one you've decided is the only

possibility for your future. The good

news is: You aren't limited to either.
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Strategy #4

ONE THING YOU CAN DO RIGHT
AWAY ON YOUR OWN IS.. .
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Be You -- No Matter What The Day Brings.

What's this woman's story?: 
 

She's thinking about her day and contemplating which path she wants to take.
  
 
OR
 
 

She's stuck and worried she'll never get to her destination cuz it seems so far away.
 
 
Remember, we all have the power within. What came before has gotten you this far. It

has the power to get you to where you want to be. For example: Did you know everything

you needed to know about riding a bicycle -- before you hopped onto one? Of course

not. Did you immediately give up trying to learn how to stay upright on a two-wheeler --

after your first fall? Nope. Throughout your entire life, you've wanted certain things or

experiences, and you may have had to dig deep at times to reach them. You've

overcome fears, doubts, lack of skills, lack of support -- all of those voices and stories

others tell us and that we tell ourselves -- and sometimes, you've gotten to where you've

wanted to be; sometimes, you've gotten to a place and position you never expected. As

someone once told me:

 

"Better to shoot for the moon and miss, 

than shoot for the gutter and make it."
 

So let's put down on paper where you want to get to. Let's pull from our prior strategies

what super hero strengths are needed to get you there. And let's start writing the next

chapters of your story. To help you figure those out, ask yourself:
 

Is there someone else who may already be where you want to get to (or be doing the

things you feel you want to do)? I bet there is. Find out. What did they do? Your

journey will differ, but you can learn lots and make connections to apply yourself.

What might my next steps be and how might I use my own powers and possibilities? 

https://madnesstomagic.com/
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Where Do You Want To Be?

Is there someone else who may already be where you want to get to
(or be doing the things you feel you want to do)? Who are they? What
did they do? List them here:

What might my next steps be and how might I use my own powers
and possibilities?
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READY, SET,
GO.
Even If You're NOT.

Not ready? That's okay. No one else is

either. NOBODY is ever really "ready"

- that's a fact.

 

Oprah Winfrey - the queen of TV Talk

- was reportedly fired early on in her

career from her news anchor role

with Baltimore's WJZ-TV. The reason?:

She was "too emotional" and "unfit

for TV news." Did she immediately

know what she would end up doing?

Nope. As a matter of fact, when she

was approached to start a daytime

"People Are Talking" show, she lacked

confidence that she could pull it off.

AND what she would end up doing

didn't even exist when she started --

and wouldn't until she came along

and did the work and trusted herself

enough to create it.
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Strategy #5

ONE THING YOU CAN DO RIGHT
AWAY ON YOUR OWN IS.. .
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PLAY: Create Your Own Rules.

Here's where it really gets fun: 
 
 
We're going to take everything that's influenced who and where we are today...

We're going to take our unique super hero gifts we have to offer to the world...

We're going to set our sites on where we envision ourselves being in the future 

(just like those kids in Strategy #2)...

We're going to empower ourselves to become the HERO of our own story...

We're going to actually write into existence our next chapters...

 
"Be bold and mighty forces shall come to your aid."

 

You don't need to know how to write. If you've done the simple strategies in this "how-

to" book, then you are ready to BEGIN. To help you do that, do this:
 

What one new "rule" will you create for the story of you and for the "super hero" you

to always follow?

What ONE thing will you do today to get you closer to where you want to be?

https://madnesstomagic.com/
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What's Your Playbook?

What one new "rule" will you create for the story of you and
for the "super hero" in you to always follow?

What ONE thing will you do today to get you closer
to where you want to be?

Examples: 
 My one new "rule" is to make ME a priority.

 

1.

 
 One thing I will do today to get me closer to where I want to be is to schedule a recurring weekly

appointment with myself. It will be for at least one full hour. I may choose to sign up for a class or go

outside for a walk or take a bubble bath. Whatever it is I decide to do, I will honor my commitment to me. I

will not allow other people or things (i.e. my job) to make me miss my "me time". I will not cancel on me.

 

1.

Examples:
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You have everything you need to be who you were
meant to be.  
 

This is YOUR life, YOUR story. No matter what your circumstances are now, you CAN

start writing the next chapters of your journey and living your own "ever after” --

playing by your own rules. I know. I've been there, and I've done it time and again. 

 

I have learned to step into my own TRUE POWER and to continuously align my talents

and gifts with my purpose. I’ve figured out that I don’t have to be perfect…or do it all…

AND in knowing that I’m ENOUGH, I’ve succeeded in the art of reinvention, and in

bringing to me everything I’ve always wanted:

 

An imperfectly perfect husband and a relationship that’s everything I ever wanted;

A home that I had no business buying (I definitely didn't have the money)…and, yet, I

took a leap of faith and made it mine. Its been my creative cottage of inspiration;

A lucrative and fulfilling career that has taken me from a cubicle to a corner office

as a Chief Executive; 

A freedom and peace in choosing the work I do. No longer slaving away 60-80 hours

a week climbing a ladder that no longer led to where I wanted to be; and

Clients whom I coach to help them realize their worth, and get what they really want

in their careers, their relationships, and in every aspect of their lives.

 

It's never too late. The strongest among us sometimes need a little help. I'm here to do

that for you. I hope this "how to" helps put you on the path to your "ever after" -- If you

think you may want more, sign up for a one-on-one with me. It's free. I'd love to hear

your story and help you write the next chapters of your life. 

 

Email me at powerlina@madnesstomagic.com. 
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I've turned
madness into

magic in my own
life and the lives

of others. I can
help you do the

same in yours.
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